TESLA Recorder Power Metering Setup
Configuration for 3 and 2 Element Watt/VAR Metering
Introduction
This application note will assist the user to set up 3-phase metering to monitor Watt, VAR and VA power
quantities for a power system element, such as a transmission line or generator. The note will also describe the
use of 3 and 2 element power metering in a TESLA recording system.
Wiring schematic for connection to TESLA metering recording system:

Configuration of 3-Element Line Metering
3-Element Metering:

The 3-element type meter is designed to operate from a current transformer in each of the 3 phases and a
potential transformer connected between each phase and the neutral or ground, as shown above. It is applicable
to 3-phase, 4-wire or grounded neutral circuits. Its accuracy is independent of all conditions of unbalanced
currents and voltages and varying power factor. It is essentially 3 single-phase elements mounted on 1 shaft so
that their torques can be totalized as in Electrical-Mechanical KWHR meters. Each element operates at the
same power factor as the metered load for all conditions. Special transformers may be required when used with
delta-connected loads.

3-Element Meter: Basic Formulas
The energy measured by each element is as follows:

Pa = Ean * la * cosØ
Pb = Ebn * lb * cosØ
Pc = Ecn * lc * cosØ
And P = Pa+ Pb + Pc = (Ean *la * cosØ) + (Ebn * lc * cosØ) + (Ecn *lc * cosØ)

This is applicable to all conditions of unbalance. Assume the usual condition where the voltages and currents
are balanced:

Ean = Ebn = Ecn = E
And la = lb = Ic = I, therefore P = 3 * E * I * cosØ

TESLA Configuration Metering Logic
The diagram below shows how the 3-element metering logic is set up in the TESLA configuration setting to
meter 3-phase power in a transmission line. Three-phase metering uses 3 phase-to-neutral voltages and 3
phase currents.
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The diagram above illustrates configuration logic for the 3-element metering to achieve the final 3-phase TOTAL
Watts/VARs/VA metering logic. This type of metering is best used where the load would be UNBALANCED,
such as radial feeder lines, where 3-phase unbalanced voltage and current quantities would be an issue for
revenue metering accuracy.

Configuration of 3-Element Watt/VAR/VA Metering TESLA Recording System
The following screenshots will illustrate how to set up a 3-phase Watt/VAR/VA metering element in the TESLA
recording system, using the 3-element Wattmeter method.
Required:
•
•
•
•

1 three-channel “green” voltage module – model 401006
1 three-channel “green” current module – model 401014
3 high voltage measuring Potential instrument transformers (PTs), phase to ground
3 high voltage measuring Current instrument transformers (CTs) for phase currents

Step 1: configure analog phase to neutral (ground) voltages.
In this configuration sample, the PT and CT ratios will be 1:1 and the user can use the appropriate ratio to suit
their installation setup.
Note: View the metering screen by selecting from the drop-down menu
at the bottom of the metering screen: Primary to Secondary values.

In the TESLA Control Panel, you will enter the information about the AØ analog voltage input, selecting channel,
Module Type and ratio of the phase-to-neutral voltage (Ø-N) transformer used to supply the analog channel. At
this time the user could set up the channel’s triggers to start the recording. This application note only describes
setting up the metering for the recorder. When you finish doing AØ, then continue completing BØ and CØ
metering setup.

Step 2: configure the current channels the same way as the voltage.

Step 3: get ready to set up the Watt/VAR function configuration; a voltage sequence and current sequence is
required to input into the Watt/VAR function to produce 3-phase Watt/VAR configuration. The user will first make
up a voltage sequence function, as shown in the figure below.

Step 4: create a Current Sequence Function using the 3-phase currents.

Step 5: create a Watt/VAR using the positive voltage and current sequence function. The user could, at this
time, configure the recorder for Watt/VAR triggers. There are 2 Watt triggers and 1 VAR trigger that are mainly
used for swing recording for power system analysis or trend recording. Trend and swing values will show up as
RMS values in the metering and recordings. There is 1 sample per power cycle (50 or 60 Hz) of RMS values.

Note:
To create 3phase Watts/VARs with 3phase
voltages and 3phase currents, a Voltage
Sequence Function and Current Sequence
Function must be created.

Setup screen for 3Ø Watts/VARs:

Configuration of 2-Element Generation Metering
2-Element Metering:

The 2-element-type meter is designed to operate from current in 2 of the 3 phases and the potential between the
2 phases, as shown above. It is the most universally used 3-phase meter connection, and it is recommended for
ungrounded delta-connected circuits only, although applicable to all 3-phase, 3-wire ungrounded circuits and to
4-wire or grounded circuits if no load is connected between a phase wire and the neutral or ground. The
connection is the same as used on the 2-wattmeter method of power measurement, and is theoretically as
accurate as the 3-wattmeter or 3-element method when used on 3-phase, 3-wire systems. However, the power
factor and resulting torque on the 2 elements is always different, and therefore the 2 elements must be
accurately compensated for power-factor errors over the full range of leading and lagging power factors over
which the meter will be operated. For example, at a load power factor of 96% lagging (15°), the power factor on
1 element of the meter will be 96% (15°) lead while the other is 70% (45°) lag, as shown above. At a load power
factor of 50% lagging, the torque on 1 element becomes 0, and below 50% power factor it reverses.

2-Element Meter: Basic Formulas
•

the upper element measures:

P1 = Eab * la *cos (30 + Ø) (Eab is reversed from its symmetrical order)
•

the lower element measures:

P2 = Ebc * lc * cos (30 - Ø)
•

and the total power measured is:

P = P1 +P2 = [Eab * la *COS (30 + Ø)] + [Ebc * lc * COS (30 - Ø)]
Important:
2-element metering is use for metering the Delta connection of a 3Ø Generator having 2
Ø-Ø PTs and 2 Ø CTs (AØ & CØ). It is use to measure the 3 phase, balanced power coming from
the generator. If there is a power factor, angle and magnitude difference between the 2 metering
elements, the accuracy will degrade. Some of the 2 element Kilowatt Hour meters there is some
compensation for power factor. ÆMetering balanced 2 element 3Ø generators Å

TESLA Configuration Metering Logic
The diagram below shows how the 2-element metering logic is set up in the TESLA configuration setting to
meter 3-phase power from a generator. Three phase metering use 2 phase to phase voltages and 2 phase
currents.

The diagram above illustrates configuration logic for the 3-element metering to achieve the final 3-phase TOTAL
Watts/VARS/VA metering logic. This type of metering is best used where the load would be BALANCED, such
as 3-phase generators and large motors. 2-element energy meters are only accurate when used for revenue
metering on 3-phase balanced loads.

Configuration of 2-Element Watt/VAR/VA Metering TESLA Recording System
The following “screen” shots will illustrate how to set up a 3-phase Watt/VAR/VA metering element in the TESLA
recording system using 2-element Wattmeter method.
Required:
•
•
•
•

1 three-channel “green” voltage module (2 channels only) – model 401006
1 three-channel “green” current module (2 channels only) – model 401014
2 high- voltage measuring Potential instrument transformers (PTs), phase to phase
2 high-voltage measuring Current instrument transformers (CTs) for phase currents

Step 1: configure analog phase to phase (√3) voltages.
In this configuration sample, the PT and CT ratios will be 1:1 and the user can use the appropriate ratio to suit
their installation setup.
Note: View the metering screen by selecting from the drop down menu
at the bottom of the metering screen: Primary to Secondary values.

In the TESLA Control Panel, you will enter the information about the AØ analog voltage input, selecting channel,
Module Type and ratio of the phase to neutral voltage (Ø-Ø) transformer used to supply the analog channel. At
this time the user could set up the channel’s triggers to start the recording. The application note is just for setting
up the metering for the recorder. When you finish doing AØ, the continue completing CØ metering setup.

Step 2: configure the current channels the same way as the voltage.

Step 3: get ready to set up the Watt/VAR function configuration; a voltage summation and current summation is
required to input into the Watt/VAR function to produce 3-phase Watt/VAR configuration. The user will first make
up a voltage sequence function as shown in the figure below.

Step 4: create a Current Sequence Function using the 3-phase currents.

Step 5: create a Watt/VAR using the positive voltage and current sequence function. The user could, at this time
configure the recorder for Watt/VAR triggers. There are 2 Watt triggers and 1 VAR trigger that are mainly used
for swing recording for power system analysis or trend recording. Trend and swing values will show up as RMS
values in the metering and recordings. There is 1 sample per power cycle (50 or 60 Hz) of RMS values.

Note:
To create 3phase Watts/VARs with 2 phaseto
phase voltages and 2 phase currents, a Voltage
Summation Function and Current Summation
Function must be created.

Setup screen for 3Ø Watts/VARs:

TESLA Configuration a Metering Group for Meter Testing Verification
The next step is to set up a Metering Group so the User can view and verify all the quantities that were
configured in the previous pages. The User must remember that this test example setup was done with PT and
CT ratio of 1:1 so when viewing the metering screen on the TESLA recorder, be sure and select drop down
menu at the bottom of metering TESLA metering screen selecting SECONDARY. If the user has use the
appropriate PT and CT ratios then the user can leave the drop down menu at PRIMARY.

Note: View the metering screen by selecting from the drop down menu
at the bottom of the metering screen: Primary to Secondary values.

Metering Group configuration screen:

Injecting Analog Channels
Using a relay or metering test set, inject voltages and currents into the configured analog channels of the TESLA
recorder. This will verify the operation of metering screen to monitor 3-phase (3-element) line Watt/VAR
metering or monitor 3-phase (2 Element) generator Watt/VAR metering. The injection will start with the phase
angle between the Voltage and current at 0.0°

Meter Reading on the TESLA Metering screen with a phase angle between the voltage and current at 0.0°
(viewed in secondary quantities).

The next injection will show the 3 phase voltages and currents are offset by the current at -45.0°.

Meter Reading on the TESLA Metering screen with a phase angle between the voltage and current at -45.0°
(viewed in secondary quantities).
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